1. Pieter Ampe & Guilherme Garrido "Still Difficult Duet" & "Still
Standing You" (8–10.3 2011)
2. TIR Performance "Kartlägger DEL 1" (15–16.3 2011)
3. Robin Jonsson "Simulations" (19–21.3 2011)
4. Mette Edvardsen "Black" (26–27.3 2011)
5. Aron Blom "SAM", Salka Ardal Rosengren & Mikko Hyvönen "Trash
Talk" (30.3–1.4 2011)
6. Daniel AlmgrenRecén & Alma Söderberg "Abdikation Nu" (2–3.4 2011)
7. Mette Invartsen & Guillem Mont de Palol "All the way out there…"
(9–10.4 2011)
8. Dorte Olesen "The Bad The Good The Ugly" (13–17.4 2011)
9. Anna Källblad, Annette Taranto & Chrichan Larson "À une raison"
(14–15.5 2011)
10. DOCH (22~29.5 2011)
11. Krõõt Juurak "Scripted Smalltalk" (27.8 2011)
12. Xavier Le Roy "Le Sacre du Printemps" (26–27.8 2011)
13. The House of Bertha "White Noise" (10–11.9 2011)
14. Amanda Apetrea & Halla Ólafsdóttir "Beauty and the Beast" (23–
24.9 2011)
15. Jefta van Dinther, DD Dorvillier, Frédéric Gies "The Blanket
Dance" (11–12.10 2011)
16. Björn Säfsten "Display" (14–16.10 2011)
17. Sidney Leoni & Luís Miguel Félix "War of Fictions" (21–22.10
2011)
18. MDT presents a fine selection with Ludvig Daae, Jolika Sudermann,
Alma Söderberg, Lisa Östberg & Maria Öhman (11–12.11 2011)
19. Sebastian Lingserius "alt. org" (25–26.11 2011)
20. Andrea Berglund, Filippa Hanzon, Louise Blad & Maria Jennefelt
"Middagsbjudningen" (30.11 2011)
± 21. DOCH Master Students of Choreography Present "The Coming BoogieWoogie" (8–17.12 2011)
The MDT program texts is a series of unedited fanzine-style magazines
available on the MDT website and in a limited cost price edition,
printed, folded and stapled on a Konica Minolta All-in-one Copier.
MDT is an international co-production platform and a leading
venue for contemporary choreography and performance situated in
a reconstructed torpedo workshop in the Stockholm city center.
MDT has since 1986 supported and collaborated with Swedish and
international emerging artists. MDT is supported by Kulturrådet,
Kulturförvaltningen Stockholm stad and Kulturförvaltningen Stockholms
läns landsting.
MDT
Slupskjulsvägen 30
11149 Stockholm, Sweden
T: +46 (0)8–611 14 56
E: info@mdtsthlm.se / www.mdtsthlm.se

From the beginning of the middle of the whole:
From the dark...
Here we are at the beginning of the middle of the whole. This
whole is ten days. It constitutes a gathering of hours and
minutes and reminds us of the prevailing character of linearity
when we allocate time. These ten days punctuate the likelihood
of an end, remind us that as of December 10th it is over. What
happened before these 10 working days? And what happens
after? I want to dissolve my perceptual determinations of time
and persuade the remembrance that something continues,
something persists, something insists.
Something. Some thing. Some things.
From this vantage point, I can say I feel a subtle blow of hope.
With faint lines of mutuality, reciprocity, and even dependency
becoming more and more discernible there is, right before my
fingertips, the construction of an equivocal support. I have
already built a lot of need. I depend on these three people and
we depend on this room. It, this situation, needs me and so I
can be. In this room I work. I close my eyes and I depend on
touching and hearing. I depend on things not being as they
usually are. And this work needs to be a performance. This
performance depends on needing to be understood as work.
And so I need you, dear reader. You make the work a
performance. Without you, it is just work.
Anything. Any thing. Any things.
It is vague. But it is just so because it needs and wants to shape
shift. This support needs to be able to sneak invisibly through
crowds and change the color of its sleeves. It needs to be this
for you and that for us. I can say 'I don't know' and say it with
conviction and even faith for it is a foolish and sharp task to will
towards not knowing. To call support, or the capacities that
activate this dependency, vague is an oxymoron. In order to
depend, one usually looks for tangible constructions; the more
touchable and feelable, the better. But oxymorons are like
survival kits. They come knotted up with such potential of

contradiction that they are almost addictive. The word comes
from the Greek oxumōros ‘pointedly foolish,’ from oxus ‘sharp’
+ mōros ‘foolish.’ Sharply foolish. I could not ask for more.
Nothing. No thing. No things.
During this time, I ask myself when is performance? When do
the borders between the stage-or the platform that renders
something visible- and the audience become determined? And
what is it that determines this division: perception, convention,
conception?
Thisthing. This thing. This things.
Solitary, collective, independent and co-existent needs,
attachments, and wants leak out and spill over. They are
situated in relations between the bodies and the space,
between the activities and each other and on and on and on.
For some, we have negotiated them into written contracts,
forged partnerships between all of us in all directions. These
contracts are for now and for the future. They compel us to stay
in touch and offer ourselves unconditionally and conditionally.
Maybe we have done work that will contribute to a
choreography or object or performance in the near or distant
future. These mutualities dilute the encoding of time. They resist
the frame of ten days. They have vague but by no means weak
purpose.
When artists undertake making something, the thing is quite
crucial. Certainly, there is no shortage of evidence pertaining to
the popularity of what we might call process driven works. They
claim to value and attend profoundly to the making, but
nonetheless often times, still serve the purpose of producing a
thing. I am trying to reverse the equation. I work on a piece in
order to justify the workspace of As If that we create at this very
moment. My task during the ten days has been to make a solo,
a solo about dance being the original task. But it is arbitrary and
shelters yet another oxymoron. It is obvious that the auto-solo is
the least appropriate format to instrumentalize for my purpose.
There is nothing to excavate here if one is not interested in the
biographical. Solos, typically, thrive on the seduction and hyper

enthusiasm of a performer for and with their own material. It is
crucial that the soloist identifies with the material and the
staging of said material. It is that final chance to do all that you
want and all the more that you want that you actually don't even
know about. I am stubborn towards the fact that what will be
visible will be a solo on stage that comes into existence as a
footnote, as a secondary mechanism. Why put this something
that replaces anything but is far too much of nothing on
stage??? It doesn't belong there. And, yet, for the moment it is
all I've got. Today, I can try to believe that the solution is to go
into the material. This material asked for this situation, it was
invented in order to live in this situation and it will now try to
steal from this situation.

PROTOCOL FOR A CONCERT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

A concert has an obvious contract. Once you buy the ticket, you
know: we play the music and you better dance.
For punk, the music can never be tighter than your dance. There is no
mastery in the situation.
Concerts use music as the template to individualize from: we don't
play one but together, we are no image but a scene.
„Really good music is not just to be heard you know, it's almost like
a hallucination.“ (Iggy Pop) A concert is closer to tai chi than you
think.
Rehearsals work on the composition not on the dramaturgy. Concerts
have nothing to interprete.

10.
11. Punk is a tight procedure with a weak expression, it is not made for a
contemplative distance. It doesn't want to make you smarter but
thinking.
12.
13. We want to disguise the concert as a dance, not the dance as a
concert.
14.
15.
16.

Från:
Ämne:
Datum:
Till:

Christophe Carvenius <christophe@mdtsthlm.se>
Fwd: More
7 december 2011 15:38:31 CET
Jonas Williamsson <mail@jonaswilliamsson.com>
8 bilagor, 3,9 MB

Här är lite bilder att strössla fanzinet med.
Zoë har lite problem med sin föreställningstext till "Example" och bad att få skicka ny text till mig senast imorrn bitti, funkar?
Tja
Begin forwarded message:
From: Mårten Spångberg <marten.spangberg@gmail.com>
Date: 7 december 2011 15.18.07 CET
To: Christophe Carvenius <christophe@mdtsthlm.se>
Subject: More

ok, i think like this - what i care about in these pieces is - human relations and vitality or in
more Marxists terms "en-deepening the social relations".
so i give this photo that i took in the protests last summer in tel-aviv. this dude is quite lively.
and these two quotes:
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go communist pieces!

News » Did the early universe only have 1 dimension?
Scientists develop a test for the theory, which if proved, would solve some major problems in particle physics.

BUFFALO, N.Y. — Did the early universe have only one spatial dimension?
A new theory, proposed in 2010 by physicist Dejan Stojkovic and colleagues, says that the early
universe — which exploded from a infinitely small point — was one dimensional (similar to a
straight line) before expanding into two dimensions (like a plane) and then into three (the world
in which we live).
If the theory turns out to be valid, it would address many important and unsolved problems in
particle physics.
In their paper, published in the Physical Review Letters, Stojkovic and Marymount University
physicist Jonas Mureika outline a test that could prove or disprove the “vanishing dimensions”
hypothesis.
Because light and other waves take time to reach Earth, telescopes peering out into deep space
can essentially look back into time. The more distant the object, the younger the universe was
when you look at it.
Gravity Waves
Gravitational waves cannot exist in a one or two dimensional universe. Mureika and Stojkovic
reasoned that the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna, a planned gravitational observatory,
wouldn’t detect any gravitational waves propagating from the lower-dimensional period of the
early universe.
Stojkovic says his theory represents a radical shift from the way we think about the cosmos and
about how our universe came to be.

Four Spatial Dimensions?
The root of his idea is that the dimensionality of space varies based on
the size of the space we’re attempting to observe, with smaller spaces
being associated with less dimensions. This also means that a fourth
dimension will be created — if it hasn’t already — as the universe
continues its expansion.
The theory also suggests that space has fewer dimensions at very high
energies — the kind present in the early, post-big bang universe.
If they’re right, they will be addressing fundamental problems present
in the standard model of particle physics.
Problems With The Standard Model
! The incompatibility that exists when attempting to unify quantum mechanics and general
relativity. Quantum mechanics and relativity are frameworks that describe the physics of
the universe. Quantum mechanics describes the universe at very tiny scales (subatomic),
while general relativity is good at describing the universe at large scales (celestial orbits
and gravity). Currently, the two theories are incompatible. If the universe, at its smallest
levels, had fewer dimensions, discrepancies between uniting the two frameworks would
disappear.
! The unsolved mystery of the universe’s accelerating expansion. Physicists have observed
that the universe isn’t just expanding, it’s also speeding up. Adding new dimensions as
the universe continues to expand would explain this acceleration. (Stojkovic says a fourth
spatial dimension could have already opened at the huge, cosmological level.)
! The need to alter the mass of the Higgs boson (often called ‘the God particle). The
standard model of particle physics predicts the existence of an undiscovered elementary
particle called the Higgs boson. For the standard model to describe the physics of the real
world, researchers must artificially tweak the mass of the Higgs boson for interactions
between particles that take place at higher energies. If space has fewer dimensions at high
energies, the need for this kind of “adjusting” vanishes.
The Need For Radically New Thinking?
“Physicists have struggled with these problems for 10, 20, 30 years, and straight-forward
extensions of the existing ideas are not likely to solve them.” Stojkovic says. “What we’re
proposing here is a shift in that paradigm”
“We have to consider the possibility that something is
systematically wrong with our current ideas,” he continued.
“We need something new and radical, and this is that
something.”
Since the planned deployment of LISA is years away, it will
be a long time before Stojkovic and his colleagues are able to
test their hypothesis.

Current Evidence?
Though, some experimental evidence already points to the possible existence of lowerdimensional space.
Scientists have observed that the energy flux of cosmic ray particles with energies that exceed 1
teraelectron volt — the kind of energy in abundance in the very early universe — are aligned
along a two-dimensional plane.
If high energies are related to lower-dimensional space as the theory predicts, the researchers at
the Large Hadron Collider particle accelerator (LHC) should see planar scattering at those
energies.
Stojkovic says observing those events would be “a very exciting, independent test of our
proposed hypothesis.

Source: zidbits.com
Contact: Charlotte Hsu
716-645-4655
chsu22@buffalo.edu
University at Buffalo

Chain of assumptions:
First assumption is that we always act based upon the platform that is our understanding of
what happened before. That platform forms the logics that makes us make sense of the sensible
and by that creating new memories that we then act from. When not having applicable logics
from before, remembering and learning becomes very hard. For example in the beginning of
learning a new language, after a while it is much easier to remember new words. Continuing that
thought, next assumption is that whether you can remember or not is a measurement for
whether a structure is recognizable, and that this logic can also be used in reverse. That is to say
that it is possible to construct a situation, by using simple means of undermining the ability to
remember, that proposes a situation where recognized ways of structuring and making sense can
not be used. For example using memory as a measurement to keep on track and then construct
something with banal methods like undermining contrasts and unities.
When looking back at the assumption that the way we structure our present is what becomes the
platform that we act from, however trivial. This leads to also make the assumption that meeting
something where you can not navigate and remember can be an opportunity to construct other
ways of structuring and therefor remembering. Which, following the previous logic, as well
could change the very platform we all the time construct and act from. By changing how we
remember and create our history we also have an impact on how we act upon it.

"As a framework it is beautiful but we need to work out the details" Dejan Stojkovic
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The woman married to a golden curtain
Once, there was a woman married to a golden curtain, yes, dear, a curtain made entirely from gold. It
was the thinnest fabric ever seen, made out of the smallest strings of purest gold, woven together into
the finest curtain of shining beauty. At their marriage, the priest thought it wouldn’t last long. So fine
were the curtain and so ordinary the woman that they were no obvious match. Not to say, the woman
was a human and the curtain was a curtain, and seldom do the two engage in holy matrimony.
However, the marriage lived on and they thrived in the sunshine like a lovely orange tree. Except that
the woman could never caress all of his body, as soon as she moved a few meters further on the
golden surface she lost track of where she started. It deeply troubled her that she couldn’t know if it
throughout her marriage might be a point of the curtain which she had never touched. And it was pitiful
to see the curtain sometimes fluttering wildly in heavy wind whilst the woman used all strength she
could summon to keep hold of her spouse, for him not to fly away in the wind, maybe landing in dirty
waters, on a roof difficult to reach or on top of another woman. One day, the curtain got caught in the
wind and happened to fly into the spar of a magnificent church. It could have killed him, risking to cut
the curtain in two on the sharp spar, but luckily, the wind changed direction and blew our golden
curtain into an open window and onto a bed upon which the adolescent Pat was just about to for the
first time get a view of a penis. “It takes a certain tempo to be visible” her curly lover had just told her,
when his just about to be visible erection got excessively covered by the golden curtain, together with
Pat, the bed, the bedside table with its short stories book, the two pills of aspirin and the small glass of
water. The room turned into a golden sea, invisible from the street on which the woman stood crying
for her beloved husband, her voice getting ruthlessly lost in the wind.
I will take it from the start. Pat and her curly lover had met that weekend at her parents’ office, where
Pat sometimes helped out with filing papers and drinking sparkling water from a machine. Her curly
lover came in to ask for a summer job, upon which Pats mother tilted her head slightly to the left and
said “OK” although there was nothing at all to do. So the curly lover stayed for a try-out working day
and it turned out no differently than him and Pat making out behind the blue curtain separating the
public office from the private office behind. Between the plastic flower and the overhead projector they
shared their first kiss and tasted small parts of their respective breakfasts in each other, before Pat
joined her mother at the front desk. “Then you’ve been out and left the badge?” the mother said, and
Pat nodded sly before turning to the customer who had just entered with a “Hello”. Before ending the
work day, the young kissers exchanged not numbers but addresses, and the curly lover, as
mentioned, ended up in Pats bed prepared to show her his when getting covered by the golden curtain
married to a woman.
When feeling the golden embrace on her back, Pat sat up and dug her way out, causing a pile of gold
to end up in her lap. The curly lover sat up and said “I wait here”. So Pat got up, collected the golden
curtain, turned to her curly lover with sudden disinterest and responded “Perhaps someone leaves?”
With a certain tempo, the curly lover disappeared through the door, through Pats parents’ living room,
out into the staircase, down the stairs, into the street and in the direction against the wind. Pat and the
golden curtain were alone. She traced the edges of the curtain with her fingers before wrapping herself
completely into a golden toga. “It’s so good” she thought to herself, before lying down in bed hoping for
the golden curtain to show her something.
On the street, in the fierce wind, a curly lover was walking against the wind and a woman was calling
for a golden curtain. As this is a story, the curly lover bumped into the crying woman. “Sorry” he said
“Hmm, sorry” he said again, afraid she didn’t hear him the first time since both she and the wind was
screaming so loudly into the sky. The woman looked at him and said “I go now” and off she went, in
the direction of the wind. “Be careful on the way back” he uttered in the wind after her, as he had a
feeling that something had happened to the bewildered woman. During the marriage, this was the only
time the golden curtain actually got lost. It had been around and they had been separated before, but
this time she didn’t know what logic to appeal to. She decided to visit a tarot card reader
recommended to her a few weeks ago, when she lost her car keys for a few days before they returned
on the desk again.
Behind a small brown door was a dark room separated with a dark red curtain from a candle-lit room
where the psychic was seated at a wooden desk, a pile of chewed paper in an ash tray to the right and
the deck of cards to the left. “I move my arms up and down...” he was saying as the woman entered
and interrupted him asking what he was saying about that hand. “What hand do you mean?” he

responded and she hastily explained to him that she needed a hand of cards to tell her which direction
to go in order to get her husband back. The man sat down at his desk, took something out of his
mouth, put it in the pile of chewed paper, drew four cards from the deck, placed them on the table,
closed his eyes and said: “I move to the catastrophe and imagine that I lost my hands. I look for them,
here and there, on the ground. But I can’t find them.” The woman was perplexed, but he continued “I
go down to the floor”. Then he opened his eyes, and went down to the floor to pick up a small napkin.
It was a small shimmering piece of gold, a bit of a sister, or an aunt, of the golden curtain, that was
resting in the psychic’s hand. The woman married to the golden curtain held on tightly to the small
patch of golden aunt given by the psychic and went out on the street again. She showed the patch of
golden aunt the way home and then carefully placed her on top of the loudspeaker, next to the desk,
and placing a plastic carafe on top. At times when she felt a stung in her heart, she shed a tear and
carefully placed the drop in the plastic carafe on the patch of golden aunt. “Why me last?” she said as
th
she shed her 30 tear.
Such, my dear, is the story of the woman married to the golden curtain. Despite its air of fantasy, this
story is true from start to finish. Throughout the world there are unfortunate people who are
condemned to live by their curtains, and pay in that finest of gold, blood and sweat and tears, for the
least thing in life. It is an illusion to believe in, and though this story is set the next one may not be. It
brings you pain every day, and then, once in a while, it brings you pleasure.
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